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Abstract. This paper first sets out the main features of the eclectic theory of international
production and then seeks to evaluate its significance of ownership- and location-specific
variables in explaining the industrial pattern and geographical distribution of the sales of
U.S. affiliates in fourteen manufacturing industries in seven countries in 1970.

* There is now a consensus of opinion that the propensity of an enterprise to
engage in internationalproduction-that financed by foreign direct investment-
rests on three main determinants: first, the extent to which it possesses (or can
acquire, on more favorable terms) assets1 which its competitors (or potential
competitors) do not possess; second, whether it is in its interest to sell or lease
these assets to other firms, or make use of-internalize-them itself; and third,
how far it is profitable to exploit these assets in conjunction with the indigenous
resources of foreign countries ratherthan those of the home country. The more
the ownership-specific advantages possessed byan enterprise, the greater the in-
ducement to internalize them; and the wider the attractions of a foreign rather
than a home country production base, the greater the likelihood that an enter-
prise, given the incentive to do so, will engage in international production.
This eclectic approach to the theory of international production may be summa-
rized as follows.2 A national firm supplying its own market has various avenues
for growth: it can diversify horizontallyor laterally into new product lines, or ver-
tically into new activities, including the production of knowledge; it can acquire
existing enterprises; or it can exploit foreign markets. When it makes good eco-
nomic sense to choose the last route (which mayalso embrace one or more of the
others), the enterprise becomes an international enterprise (defined as a firm
which services foreign markets).However,for it to be able to produce alongside in-
digenous firms domiciled in these markets, it must possess additional ownership
advantages sufficient to outweigh the costs of servicing an unfamiliaror distant
environment [Hirsch 1976].
The function of an enterprise is to transform, by the process of production, valu-
able inputs into more valuable outputs. Inputs are of two kinds. The first are those
which are available, on the same terms, to all firms, whatever their size or nation-
ality, but which are specific in their origin to particularlocations and have to be
used in that location. These include not only Ricardiantype endowments-natural
resources, most kinds of labor,and proximityto markets,3 but also the legal and
commercial environment in which the endowments are used-market structure,
and government legislation and policies. In classical and neoclassical trade
theories, differences in the possession of these endowments between countries
fully explain the willingness and the ability of enterprises to become interna-
tional;4but since all firms, whatever their nationality of ownership, were assumed
to have full and free access to them (including technology), there were no advan-
tages to be gained from foreign production.
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The second type of input is that which an enterprise maycreate for itself-certain
types of technology and organizational skills-or can purchase from other insti-
tutions, but over which, in so doing, it acquires some proprietaryright of use.
Such ownership-specific inputs may take the form of a legally protected right-
patents, brand names, trade marks-or of a commercial monopoly-the acquisi-
tion of a particularrawmaterial essential to the production of the product-or of
exclusive control over particularmarketoutlets; or they mayarise fromthe size or
technical characteristics of firms-economies of large-scale production and
surplus entrepreneurialcapacity. It should be observed that these ownership ad-
vantages are not exclusive either to international or multinational firms. Some
are applicable to all firms producing in the same location; others are those which
a branch plant of an existing enterprise may enjoy over a de novo enter-
prise of the same nationality.5 But, because they operate in different location-
specific environments, multinational firms may also derive additional ownership
advantages-such as, their ability to engage in international transfer pricing, to
shift liquid assets between currency areas to take advantage of (or protect
against) exchange fluctuations, to reduce risks by diversifying their investment
portfolios [Rugman 1979], to reduce the impact of strikes or industrial unrest in
one country by operating parallelproduction capacity in another and by engaging
international product or process specialization [Dunning 1977].
The essential feature about these second types of inputs is that, although their
origin may be linked to location-specific endowments, their use is not so con-
fined. The ability of enterprises to acquire ownership endowments is clearly not
unrelated to the endowments specific to the countries in which they operate-
and particularlytheir country of origin. Otherwise, there would be no reason why
the structure of foreign production of firms of different nationalities should be
different. But, in fact, it is so-and substantially so. A recently published paper
[Dunning 1979] has shown that Japanese firms have a comparative advantage in
the foreign production of textiles and clothing and consumer electronics; UK
firms in food and tobacco products; Swedish firms in mechanical and electrical
engineering; West Germanfirms in chemicals; and U.S. firms in transport equip-
ment. Such differences as these can be explained only by an examination of the
characteristics of the endowments of the countries in which the multinational
enterprises operate, and especially those of the home country, which normally
give rise to the ownership advantages in the first place. RaymondVernon's prod-
uct cycle theory was among the first to use this approach from the viewpoint of
U.S. direct investment abroad [1966]. More recently Birgitta Swedenborg [1979]
has extended and applied it to a study of Swedish, U.S., and UKdirect foreign in-
vestment. The paper by Dunning [1979] deals with the industrial structure of
foreign direct investment of five countries: UK,Sweden, Japan, West Germany,
and the U.S. asserting that the relationship between ownership- and location-
specific endowments is more complex than was once thought. Moreover,often a
longish time lag may be involved;many of today's ownership advantages of firms
are a reflection of yesterday's location advantages of countries.

But, whatever the significance of the country of origin of such inputs, they are
worth separating from those which are location-specific, because the enterprise
possessing them can exploit them wherever it wishes, usually at a minimaltrans-
fer cost. Moreover, unless it chooses to sell them, or the right to their use, to
other enterprises, the endowments are-for some period of time at least-its ex-
clusive property.
Both modern trade and international production theory have embraced this kind
of endowment which is often mobile between countries but not between firms.
Indeed, over the last twenty years there has been a convergence in the explana-
tion of the movement of goods and of factor inputs across national bounda-
ries. Alongside the neotechnology theories of trade, which assert that the extent10



to which a country possesses technology is a key determinant of patterns of
trade in manufacturedgoods between nations [Hufbauer1970;Hirsch 1974],there
is the knowledge theory of direct investment, which explains the pattern of inter-
national production in terms of the distribution of knowledge between firms of
different nationalities [Johnson 1970]. Parallel with the hypothesis that patterns
of trade can best be explained by the extent to which enterprises in different
countries possess monopolistic, scale, or product differentiation advantages, are
the theories of direct investment which focus on product differentiation, entre-
preneurialcapacity and multiplant economies [Caves 1971, 1974].
In the last five or six years, it has become increasingly recognized that neither a
location nor an ownership endowment approach, by itself, can satisfactorily ex-
plain all forms of trade-although particular kinds of trade may be better ex-
plained by one approach rather than by another [Hirsch 1976]. It is now also
accepted that an ownership endowment approach (first pioneered by Kindle-
berger and Hymerand later refined by Caves) is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for explaining internationalproduction. Only if both of the rightdisposi-
tions of resource endowments exist between countries and firms of different na-
tionalities will international production take place.
There is one final strand to the eclectic theory of international production. The
possession of ownership advantages determines which firms will supply a partic-
ular foreign market, whereas the pattern of location endowments explains
whether the firm will supply that marketby exports (trade)or by local production
(non-trade).But why does a firmchoose to use the ownership advantages itself to
exploit a foreign market-whatever route it chooses-rather than sell or lease
these advantages to a firm located in that market to exploit? Why does it inter-
nalize its capital, technology, management skills itself to produce goods rather
than externalize their use by engaging in portfolio investment, licensing, manage-
ment contracts, and so on?
The basic incentive of a firmto internalize its ownership endowments is to avoid
the disadvantages, or capitalize on the imperfections, of one or the other of the
two main external mechanisms of resource allocation-the market or price
system and the public authority fiat. Marketimperfections arise wherever negoti-
ation or transaction costs are high, whereverthe economies of interdependent ac-
tivities cannot be fully captured, and wherever information about the product or
service being marketed is not readilyavailable or is costly to acquire. Froma buy-
er's viewpoint, such imperfections include uncertainty over the availability and
price of essential supplies and inabilityto control their timing and delivery. From
a seller's viewpoint, the preference for internalizing will be most pronounced
where the marketdoes not permitprice discrimination, where the costs of enforc-
ing property rights and controlling information flows are high, or where, in the
case of forwardintegration, the seller wishes to protect his reputation by ensur-
ing a control over product or service quality or after-sales maintenance [Brown
1976]. For both groups of firms, and for those considering horizontal internaliza-
tion, the possession of underutilized resources-particularly entrepreneurialand
organizational capacity, which may be exploited at low marginal cost to produce
products complementary to those currently being supplied-also fosters inter-
nalization.
Public intervention in the allocation of resources may also encourage firms to in-
ternalize their activities. This arises particularlywith respect to government legis-
lation toward the production and licensing of technology, including the patent
system, and where there are differential tax and exchange rate policies, which
multinational enterprises may wish either to avoid or exploit.
As described then, the propensity to internalize ownership or location advan-
tages6 make up the thirdstrand in the eclectic theory. Inmost of the conventional
literatureon trade and international investment, it is this last aspect of the theory 11



that has been most seriously neglected. For it is not just the possession of tech-
nology per se which gives an enterprise selling goods embodying that technology
an edge over its international competitors, but also the advantages which arise
from internalizing that technology ratherthan selling it to a foreign producer for
the production of those goods. Inother words, without the advantages of internal-
ization much of direct foreign investment would be replaced by the international
transaction of resources on a contractual basis between independent buyers and
sellers.
To conclude this brief theoretical introduction, a matrix is presented which at-
tempts to relate, in an encapsulated form, the main types of activities in which
multinationalenterprises may be involvedto the three maindeterminants of inter-
national involvement. (See Table 1).Such a table may be used as a starting point
for an examination of the industrial and geographical distribution of foreign
direct investment. Itwill be noted that as partof the explanation of ownership en-
dowments, the possession of home country endowments has been added be-
cause these will influence the geographical origin of such investment.

ANOVERVIEW
OFCURRENT

APPROACHES
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Broadlyspeaking, there have been five approaches to testing the theory of inter-
national production. The first has attempted to explain the causes of direct for-
eign investment by examining its industrial composition from the viewpoint of
individualhome countries (almost exclusively the U.S.)and host countries (nota-
bly Canada, UK,and Australia).A common thread runningthrough all these stud-
ies7 is that they have sought to explain the pattern of foreign direct investment
in terms of ownership advantages of MNEs. The second approach has been to
look at the form of international economic involvement and to identify the deter-
minants of whether foreign markets are exploited by trade or nontrade routes.8
The thirdhas combined the two approaches by examining both the level and com-
position of international involvement in terms of ownership and locational char-
acteristics.9 The fourthapproach has been to extend the first three to incorporate
the internalization thesis;10 and the fifth has been to relate the specific endow-
ments of firms to those of home countries, as in Vernon [1966]; Swedenborg
[1979];and Dunning[1979].The empirical contribution of this paper is primarilyof
the third kind but with the issues of the fourth very much in mind.
From both a technical and motivational standpoint, these strands of research
have much in common.11Each uses, with varyingdegrees of sophistication, mul-
tiple regression analysis to test explanations about the relationship between
various measures of international involvement and a variety of explanatory var-
iables. Each, too, is beset by the same kind of methodological and statistical
problems, notably the establishment of operationally testable hypotheses, data
limitations, and multicollinearitybetween the individualvariables. Froma motiva-
tional standpoint, with one exception [Knickerbocker 1973], all the studies
assume either that enterprises are profit maximizers or that their behavior is not
inconsistent with that which might be expected from a profit-maximizing firm.
Intesting empirically two of the most importanthypotheses implicit in the eclec-
tic theory of international production, only two forms of international economic
involvement-exports and production-are considered; these are assumed to be
alternative to each other in servicing foreign markets.12
The data used cover the foreign activities of U.S. multinationals in fourteen manu-
facturing industries in seven countries in 1970, as published by the U.S. Tariff
Commission [1973], details of which are set out in Appendix 2.13The two basic
hypotheses are:
H1 The competitive advantage of a country's enterprises in servicing foreign

markets is determined both by the ownership advantages of these enter-
prises relative to those of enterprises of other nationalities, and the location



TABLE 1

The Determinants of International Production

Types of Inter- Internalization
national Production Ownership Advantages Location Advantages Advantages

1. Resource-based Capital, technology, Possession of To ensure stability of
access to markets resources supply at right price,

Control of markets

2. Importsubstituting Capital, technology, Material&labor costs, Wish to exploit tech-
manufacturing management and orga- markets, government nology advantages,

nizational skills; sur- policy (with respect High transaction or
plus r &d &other to barrierto imports, information costs,
capacity, economies of investment incentives, Buyer uncertainty, etc.
scale; Trade marks etc.)

3. Exportplatform As above, but also Low labor costs The economies of
manufacturing access to markets Incentives to local vertical integration

production by host
governments.

4. Trade & Products to distribute Local markets. Need to Need to ensure sales
distribution be near customers. outlets &to protect

After-sales servicing, company's name
etc.

5. Ancillary Access to markets Markets Broadlyas for 2/4
services (in the case of other

foreign investors)

6. Miscellaneous Variety-but include Markets Various (see above)
geographical diversi-
fication (airlines
&hotels)



advantages of the countries in which they produce relative to those of other
countries.

H2 The form of the involvement, or participation, will essentially depend on the
relative attractiveness of the location-specific endowments of the home and
host countries.14
That the gains to be derived from internalizingactivities, which would other-
wise be allocated by markets or government fiat, make up an importantpart
of ownership advantages, and, in some cases, of location advantages as well
is also contended.

Concerning H1,we shall take as our dependent variablethe share of the output of
a particularindustry (IS)in a particularcountry supplied by exports (X)plus local
production (AS) of U.S.-owned firms:15AS+X/IS. These components can, of
course, be considered separately; but, in this hypothesis, we wish to exclude
location-specific variables influencing the form of involvement. This dependent
variable is notated as DV 1.16

The two components of international involvement may be considered separately.
DV2 signifies the share of the affiliates' sales of total output in the host country
(AS/IS),and DV3, the share of exports from the U.S. of that output (X/IS).
Concerning H2, the dependent variable-DV 4-is defined as X/IS- AS/IS (or
simply X/AS);in other words, it is the ratio between exploiting a particularmarket
by exports from the U.S. relative to local production by U.S. affiliates in the coun-
try of marketing.The higher this ratio, the more the U.S. is favored as a location
for production, relative to the country in which the goods are being sold (orbeing
exported from).

THESTATISTICAL
TESTING

TheDependent
Variables:
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We now turn to a statistical testing of the two main hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1-The international competitive hypothesis
The overall involvement index reflects both location- and ownership-specific ad-
vantages. The explanation of the foreign production ratio lies in identifying and
measuring ownership advantages (as the location of production is assumed to be
the same for all firms)and that of the export ratio in both location and ownership
advantages. Looking at the export ratio, one naturallyturns to trade theories for
guidance; but no attempt, to our knowledge, has been made to explain shares of a
particularindustry's sales accounted for by foreign imports.17Indiscussing the
determinants of foreign production, one should be concerned solely with owner-
ship advantages; yet, the fact that trade and production are often related to each
other suggests that these advantages may also be associated with location-
specific endowments.18 Explanations of foreign production, which ignore the lat-
ter advantages, are likelyto be inadequate, thus supportingthe need foran eclectic
theory of production and trade.
The share of a particularindustry's output supplied by foreign affiliates is deter-
mined by the competitive advantages of the affiliates and the relative attractions
of the host country as a production base. It is likely to be greatest where the bar-
riers to entry facing indigenous producers and exports from the home (andother
countries) are highest. Trade is similarly determined except that it will flourish
where barriersto exports are low and where barriersto entry to all producers in
the host country are high. Internationalinvolvement is determined simply by the
competitive advantage of the investing and exporting firms vis-a-vis indigenous
and other foreign companies.
In symbolic terms:

DV 1 AS+X/IS= f (C)

where C= international competitive advantage (to be defined)



DV2 AS/IS= f (C,X/AS)

and

DV3 X/IS= f (C,X/AS)

Hypothesis 2-The location hypothesis
This is simple and straightforward.To produce a particulargood, an enterprise
will choose that location which best advances its overall goals. The interface be-
tween received location theory and the MNEis a relatively unexplored territory,
but a good start has been made by Vernon [1974]. In principle, there is no reason
to suppose a national multiplant firm would behave very differently if its plants
were located in a different country. New variables-such as exchange risks, dif-
ferences in taxation rates, and policies of host governments toward inwarddirect
investment-may need to be incorporated, but this can be done without too much
difficulty.
The location hypothesis is solely concerned with country-specific variables af-
fecting (1)the size and character of markets (which may be affected by competi-
tor's behavior) and (2) production and transfer costs, though these may have a
special impact on MNEsbecause of theirability to internalize the costs and bene-
fits of some of the differences which exist between countries. The hypothesis
may be expressed as:

DV4 X/AS= f(L)

where L= locational advantage of the home country

(to be defined).

Hypothesis 1
To assess the competitive advantage of firms of one nationality over those of an-
other-both in particularindustries and countries-one must evaluate: (1)alloca-
tive, technical, and scale efficiency; (2) product range and quality;and (3)market
power. Because we are concerned with inter-industrycomparisons, allocative ef-
ficiency of resources between industries may be discounted. However,goals may
differ between firms, as may the competence of firms to achieve these goals. For
example, the greater the innovative ability of an enterprise, the more resourceful
and the more talented its managerial and labor force, the higher its marketshare
is likely to be. Similarly, the advantages of size, of being part of a larger organi-
zation, and of being able to internalize external economies will affect a firm's
competitive situation independently of the location of its activities.
Some of these variables, of course, reflect the industryor country characteristics
of firms. Governments, for example, can and do influence the extent to which
there is an adequate labor force to draw upon, the promotion of new technolo-
gies, the role of advertising in fostering product differentiation, and so on. These
factors are acknowledged and have been considered explicitly elsewhere [Dunn-
ing 1979].
It may be helpful to break H1 down into two sub-hypotheses.
The first is:
H1a Given the export-participation ratio (X/IS),the foreign production-participa-

tion ratio (AS/IS)will be highest in those industries where the comparative
advantage of foreign (meaning U.S. here) firms is greatest vis-a-vis indige-
nous firms.

Inprinciple, many of these advantages may be captured in a catchall measure, as
in the comparative productivityof U.S. firms and host country firms or some proxy
for integration-such as, percent of net to gross output. The comparative advan-

TheIndependent
Variables
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tage of U.S. firms is presumably highest where their relative productivityor value-
added ratio is highest; therefore, in those cases, the affiliate penetration ratio
should be highest. Inpractice, difficulties in measuring productivityand identify-
ing internalizingeconomies make both measures of doubtful applicability.
H1b Given the production-participationratio (AS/IS),the export penetration-par-

ticipation ratio (XIIS)will be highest in those industries where the national
resource endowments of the U.S. are greatest in comparison to those of
other countries, and where barriersto trade are minimal.

Location theory approaches export success more in terms of difference in abso-
lute production costs and the costs of traversing space. Artificialbarriersto trade
include those imposed by governments or imperfect markets. An incentive to ex-
port may also result from the inabilityof a host country's firms to compete effec-
tively, due to the absence of a market sufficiently large to yield economies of
scale in production.
Hypothesis 2
Like H1b,the second hypothesis appears to be explained best by the theories of
trade and location. Among the relative costs that play an importantpart in deter-
mining the location choice are those of laborand material inputs. The formerare
particularlycritical in this study because it is limited to manufacturing industries
where horizontal direct investment is the rule.This is in contrast to the situation
in resource industries where vertical direct investment plays a much greater role.
Bythe same token, laborproductivityand its growth will be importantelements in
determining the real value of labor.
Production costs may be closely related also to the scale of plant which can be
built. Marketsize will, therefore, be relevant. So, also, will rates of growth of the
markets involved because they will determine the extent to which economies of
scale may be exploited in the future.

TheChoiceof
Independent

Variablesforthis
Exercise
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Table 2 lists some of the variables which might be considered as proxies for
ownership- and /ocation-specific advantages. An asterisk identifies those vari-
ables which might also be used as indices of internalizationadvantages.19 Some
of these are very similar to each other; not all can be used for this particularexer-
cise, partlybecause it is concerned with explaining patterns of involvement by in-
dustries ratherthan by firms, and partlybecause of data constraints.
It will also be noted that for some variables set out, data are required for host
countries; in others, for the home country, or for both host and home countries.
Where only the home country is involved, location advantages become irrelevant,
and one cannot use the data to determine both industryand country participation
ratios. The main constraint, however, has been the paucity of good data about
host countries which seriously inhibits testing both hypotheses for the seven
countries considered separately. This exercise omits the two LDCs, partly be-
cause the data are less certain for these two countries, and partlyso that a tariff
variable could be used-data for which were not available for Mexico and Brazil.
Inthe end, the independent variables were chosen and used to test both hypoth-
eses. Data on each relate to 1970, or the nearest year, except where otherwise
stated. The data for these variables were extracted mainly from the U.S. Tariff
Commission Study, except for those on imports which were obtained from the
OECDCommodity TradeStatistics Series C, and tariffs from a Political and Eco-
nomic Planning publication [1965].
A schematization of variables follows.



TABLE 2

Ownership and Location Advantages
(Internalizing Advantages Marked with *)

By Industryand/or Country

Ownership Advantages: Specific Determinants

1. Access to Productive Knowledge
(a) Skilled (professional and technical)/

unskilled labor ratio*

(b) R and D as percent of sales*
2. Economics of the Firm

(a) Size of enterprise*
(b) Relative size of enterprises
(c) Numberof nonproduction to all workers*

or wage bill of nonproduction to all workers
or nonproduction costs1/total costs*
(gross output) or R and D plus advertising
costs to total costs (or sales)*

(d) Capital/Laborratio
3. Opportunities for Investment

(a) Size of local market

(b) Size of/or local market plus exports
4. Diversification Indices2

(a) Average number of countries MNEs
operate in* or

(b) % of foreign/total production of home
firms*

(c) % of intragroupexports to total exports
of MNEs*

(d) Numberof product groups in which
parent companies produce or % of
output of main product group to all
output*

(e) % of shipments from multiplantenter-
prises to total shipments (in home
country)*

5. MarketConcentration
(a) Percentage of output of industry

accounted for by "x" largest firms
6. Efficiency

(a) Wage costs (per man hour)of
production workers

7. Resource Availability
(a) % of main material(s) imported*

(b) % of main material(s)used in
production process

8. Product differentiation
Advertising/sales ratio

9. Oligopolistic Behavior
EntryConcentration Index
KnickerbockerPh.D. thesis

Home cf. host firms
Home cf. host firms

Home firms

(Average)Home cf. host firms

Home firms
Home firms

(Industry)sales of host firms

(Industry)sales of host firms

Home firms

Home firms

Home firms

Home firms

Home firms

Home firms

Foreign affiliates as % of
home firms

Either import/exportratio
of home firms or % imports
to total consumption
% of main material costs to
gross output

Home firms

Home firms in host countries

1Nonproduction= pre-+ post-direct production costs.

2(a)-(d)specific to MNEs;(e) general to multi-plantenterprises.

Determinants
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Ownership Advantages: Specific Determinants
(Internalizing Advantages Marked with *)

By Industryand/or Country

Ownership Advantages: General Determinants

1. Productivity
Net output or sales per man

2. Profitability
Profits/assets or sales

3. Growth
Increase in sales

1. Home firms cf. host firms
2. Foreign affiliates cf. host

firms

1. Home firms cf. host firms
2. Foreign affiliates cf. host

firms

1. Home firms cf. host firms
2. Foreign affiliates cf. host

firms

Location Advantages: Specific Determinants

1. Production Costs
(a) Wages per man hour

(b) Energycosts (e.g. electricity or oil)
(c) Materialscosts (cost of majorinputs;

or commodity price indicies for main
materials)or some index of resource
availability

(d) Tax rates (including, where possible, tax
allowances)*

(e) Average number of countries MNEs
operating in

2. TransferCosts
(a) Transportcosts

(b) Tariffs

(c) Non-tariffbarriers
3. General

(a) Political risks

Home firms cf. host firms
Home firms cf. host firms

Home firms cf. host firms

Home firms cf. host firms

Home firms only

Home-host country
Host country
Host country

Host country

Location Advantages: General Determinants

1. Productivity
(a) Production costs per man or

(b) Net output or sales per man
2. Profitability

Profits/assets or sales
3. Growth

Increase in sales

Home firms cf. foreign affiliates

Home firms cf. foreign affiliates

Home firms cf. foreign affiliates

(i) Ownership-specific variables

la SER-Skilled employment ratio: the ratio of salaried employees to pro-
duction employees for all firms in the host countries.

2a AHC-Average hourly compensation of all employees in the host coun-
tries. (la and 2a are both measures of human capital intensity).

Determinants

(A)For the Seven
Country Exercise
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3a RSM-Relative sales per man (an efficiency index: the sales per man
year of firms in the U.S. divided by sales per man year of firms (including
the affiliates of U.S. firms) in the host countries.

4a GRSPM-Growth in sales per man of all firms (in the host country),
1966-1970.

The predicted sign for each of these variables for each of the hypotheses is posi-
tive, but their significance is likely to be greater for H1 than H2. U.S. firms will
invest in those industries and countries in which they have the greatest techno-
logical advantage and where their productivity,vis-a-vis local firms, is the highest.

(ii) Location-specific variables
5a XMR-The export/importratio, measured by the ratioof value of exports

to value of imports of host countries (as a measure of a country's ability
to produce particularproducts).

6a RMS-Relative marketsize: value of industrysales in the U.S. divided by
value of industry sales in the host countries.

7a RW-Relative wages: average hourly compensation (in particularindus-
tries) in the U.S. divided by average hourly compensation in the host
countries for all employees (an often quoted cost determinant of foreign
production).

8a RES-Relative export shares of U.S. and ho.st countries: another mea-
sure of country performance.

9a CMG-Comparative market growth of U.S. (domestic industry local
sales plus imports) and host countries, 1966-1970.

The predicted signs of these variables vary.Inthe case of RESit is positive; but in
the case of XMR,RMS,and CMGit is negative. It might also be expected that
these variables would be most demonstrated as an explanation of H2.

(iii) General performance indicators
10a AVIS-The average ratioof net income to sales of all firms in different in-

dustries and countries for 1966 and 1970.
11a MG-Market growth (domestic industry local sales plus imports) in host

countries, 1966-1970.
The predicted sign of AVISis negative for H1 but positive for H2;that for MGis
positive for all hypotheses.

As per 1a-11a, but with an additional location-specific variable. (B)TheFive
12b TR-Average tariffs measured on a country and industry basis. Advanced

The predicted sign of this variable is negative for DV4. ountres
Such a large number of independent variables invites problems associated with
multicollinearity. These problems were compounded when the two different
groups of independent variables were tested against the 'wrong' dependent vari-
ables as well, in orderto determine if the general hypotheses were too restrictive.
It was, therefore, decided to correlate separately each of the independent vari-
ables with the dependent variables (DV1-4) to determine which ones appeared
worthy of further statistical investigation. Only those which approached signifi-
cance at a 95 percent level were incorporated into multivariateform.
The large numberof equations tested, given four dependent variables and twelve
independent variables, also sharply increased the possibility of chance signifi-
cance. Because of this, any value below the 99 percent significance should be
treated with caution. 19
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These countries vary quite considerably in income levels, economic structure,
political ideologies, culture, proximityto the U.S., and the extent to which they,
themselves, spawn MNEs which compete in international markets with
U.S.-based MNEs. Itwould not be surprising to find that different factors explain
the absolute and relative success of U.S. exports and affiliate production in these
countries when tested individually;here, however, we are concerned with factors
which explain export and affiliate success in the seven countries as a group, and
which can, perhaps, be regarded as "worldwide"determinants of such success.
H1 (DV1-3)
Table 3 summarizes the more significant results of our regression analyses.20 The
explanatory variables presented were extracted from the bivariateanalysis and a
series of multivariateequations constructed from them. Foreach of the variants
of H1, most of the variation in the share of U.S. firms in the output of countries
can be put down to two or three variables, with the best results coming from the
overall international competitiveness index (DV1).
Because there are 98 observations, the explanatory power of the three variants of
the hypothesis is encouraging. Allof the signs (apartfromthat of RW)are consis-
tent and in the right direction.
The equations reveal that the main advantages of U.S. firms are revealed in one
location-specific variable-relative market size (RMS)-and one ownership-
specific variable-the skilled employment ratio (SER).This latter ratio may be
used as a proxy for internalizingadvantages. Both are consistently significant at
the two star-i.e., 99 percent-level for each of the dependent variables. The
other ownership variables which are significant at this level for DV1and DV3are
the productivity index, relative sales per man (RSM),and average hourlycompen-
sation (AHC).Two location-specific variables-wage differentials (RW)and net
income per sales (AVNIS)-are also significant for the same two dependent vari-
ables, but only at the 95 percent level. For DV2,no variables other than RMSand
SER were significant, although average hourlycompensation (AHC)came closest.
That this last variableappears to be collinear with SER is not unexpected because
higher salaries are usually obtained by more highly skilled nonproductionemploy-
ees. These same relationships were runusing the 1966 data; the results obtained
were much the same with the exception that the 1966 profitvariable,net income to
sales (AVNIS),is neverquite significant.
H2 (DV4)
The results obtained fromthis hypothesis set out inTable4 are quite differentfrom
those of H1.Two variables, the export/importratio(XMR)and net income to sales
(AVNIS),are consistently significant at the 99 percent level and explain nearly60
percent of the variation in the location ratio. Growth of relative sales per man
(GRSPM)comes veryclose but is neverquite significant. The results for 1966 were
virtuallythe same as for 1970.

Quite early in the study, it was decided to runthe data with Mexico and Brazilex-
cluded. Although,to a certain extent, each countryexercises its own unique set of
influences on the involvement of foreign firms, there is something to be said for
separating Mexico and Brazilfromthe other five countries. Historically,LDCshave
produced relativelymore rawmaterials and semi-finished manufactures and fewer
finished products for worldmarkets than the developed countries, and investment
in resource-based industries is often based on verydifferentconsiderations than in-
vestment in manufacturing.1Mexico and Brazil,in spite of recent rates of rapidin-
dustrial growth, are still sufficiently different in their stages of development to
justify separate treatment.



TABLE 3

H1 Determinants of Participation Ratios of U.S. MNEs in Seven Countries, 1970

Constant AVNIS RMS SER AHC RW RES CMG R

(1) DVI(AS+ X/IS)
1.1 0.060 - 0.991 1.133

(4.058)** (4.993)**
1.2 - 0.068 -1.137 1.007

(4.831)** (4.613)* *

1.3 - 0.051 - 1.219 0.910 0.027
(4.759)** (3.652)** (0.815)

1.4 0.002 - 0.002 - 1.155 0.732 0.161
(2.474)** (4.635)* * (2.987)** (2.603)*

1.5 - 0.028 - 0.002 - 1.136 0.809 0.131
(2.365)* (4.519)** (2.994)** (1.735)

(2)DV2(AS/IS)
0.018

0.0026

- 0.580 0.497
(3.459)** (3.192)**

- 0.693 0.374 0.026

(3.829)** (2.164)* (1.585)
0.016 - 0.0009 - 0.717 0.388 0.025

(1.151) (3.942)** (2.129)* (1.522)
0.028 - 0.0010 - 0.669 0.295 0.084

(1.260) (3.545)** (1.597) (1.801)
(3) DV3(X/IS)

3.1 0.078 - 1.571 1.631

(4.372)** (4.883)**
3.2 - 0.079 - 1.750 1.476

(4.957)** (4.510)**
3.3 0.022 - 1.987 1.177 0.095

(5.254)** (3.260)** (2.803)**
3.4 0.030 - 0.0038 -1.824 1.027 0.245

(2.271)* (4.856)** (2.780)** (2.627)*

0.375
(3.422)* *

0.279
(1.728)

- 0.777 0.494
(2.615)* (2.880)*

- 0.648 0.480 0.0065
(1.840) (2.765)**

- 0.322 0.072
(1.438) (0.599)

0.459
(2.792)* *

-1.098 0.566
(2.454)* (2.190)*

*Significantat the 95 percent level
**Significantat the 99 percent level

r)

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4



TABLE4

H2 Determinants of Export/LocalProduction Ratios (X/AS)of U.S. MNEs(DV4)
in Seven Countries 1970

Constant XMR AVNIS RMS RSM CRSPM R(R2)

4.1 0.308 - 0.101 0.043 0.601
(3.301)** (7.256)** (0.362)

4.2 0.042 - 0.101 0.043 0.0085 0.622
(3.363)** (7.277)** (1.942) (0.386)

4.3 0.103 - 0.099 0.042 - 0.561 0.0084 0.624
(3.210)** (7.007)** (0.600) (1.896) (0.389)

4.4 0.100 - 0.100 0.042 - 0.0000048 0.0090 0.623
(3.287)** (7.101)** (0.441) (1.983) (0.388)

H1 (DV1-DV3)
The results are presented in Table 5. Inall equations, one ownership variable,the
skilled employment ratio(SER),and two location variables, relativemarketshares
(RMS)and average hourlycompensation (AHC),are consistently significant at the
99 percent level. These three variables clearly have some influence on both U.S.
trade and affiliate success in each of the five countries. Relative export shares
(RES)and relativewages (RW)appearsignificant at the 95 percent (andin one case
at the 99 percent) level in some of the equations of DV2and DV3,but only where
there are few independent variables regressed together. This suggests that these
latter two location variables exert some influence on the competitiveness of U.S.
trade but not on that of foreign production.
The tariffvariable(T)appears to be a significant explanation of the overall involve-
ment of U.S. firms in the five countries. Incombination with the three universally
successful variables above (RMS,SER,and AHC),Tyielded an R2of 0.5695, which
is quite satisfactory.
The data for 1966 suggest much the same results, with the exception that, in
some combinations involving four or fewer independent variables, RS and RW
also become significant as an explanation of DV1.This fact ratherweakens the
argument, based on the 1970 data, that these two have an influence on trade but
not on foreign production; but probablythey are only marginallysignificant in all
three cases. For both years, 1966 and 1970, when the number of independent
variables is increased, these two variables become less significant; this suggests
that the added variables capture the significant influences duplicated in RESand
RW.Thereappears, forexample, to be a fairamount of collinearitybetween RWand
AHC and between RES and RSM. For 1970, the correlation coefficients (at the
seven-country level) between these variables are 0.9445 and 0.7052, respectively.
H2 (DV4)
As seen in Table 6, quite different variables explain most of the form of penetra-
tion from those which explain the first three variables. The profitability ratio
(AVNIS)and the growth in sales per man (GRSPM)are consistently significant,
the formerat extremely high levels of significance and the latterat either 99 or95
percent levels of significance. These two alone explain more than half the vari-
ance in the location ratio. Other variables which are occasionally significant are
two ownership variables, average hourly compensation (AHC)and relative sales
per man (RSM).They are only significant in small groups, however, which sug-
gests an overlap between manyof these variables. Equation4 of DV4is a good ex-
ample where differences in wage costs (RW)are significant at 99 percent, and RS
at 95 percent, and where R2is 0.5633.22



TABLE 5
H1 Determinants of Participation Ratios of U.S. MNEs in Five Advanced Countries, 1970

Constant AVNIS RMS SER AHC RW RES RSM

(1) DV1(AS+ X/IS)
1.1 0.058 - 0.990 1.162

(3.323)** (4.445)**
1.2 0.0956 - 0.0028 1.084 1.137

(1.884) (3.653)** (4.425)**
1.3 - 0.014 - 0.0026 -1.015 1.289

(1.791) (3.522)** (2.373)*
1.4 0.470 - 0.0019 - 0.9234 0.872 0.152

(1.482) (3.660)* (3.608)** (4.609)**
1.5 -0.436 -0.0022 -0.912 0.891 0.173 -0.318 0.202

(1.688) (3.576)* (3.409)* * (2.844)* * (0.942) (0.943)

(2) DV2(AS/IS)
2.1 0.0125

2.2 - 0.096

- 0.540 0.506
(3.595)* (3.841)* *

- 0.522 0.334 0.056
(3.675)** (2.438)* (3.007)**

2.3 - 0.055 - 0.0010 - 0.539 0.339 0.077 - 0.274 0.148

(1.346) (3.727)** (2.291)* (2.254)* (1.426) (1.225)
2.4 - 0.051 - 0.0012 - 0.545 0.391 0.099 - 0.390 0.283 - 0.0000043

(1.609) (3.845)* * (2.648)* (2.787)** (1.969) (2.059)* (1.900)

(3) DV3(XIS)
3.1 0.070 -1.530 1.669

(3.771)** (4.686)**
3.2 0.307 -1.467 1.071 0.194

(4.007)** (3.031)** (4.051)**
3.3 - 0.314 -1.466 1.464

(3.830)* (4.282)**
3.4 - 0.250 - 0.0030 -1.570 1.070 0.185

(1.616) (4.275)** (3.064)** (3.903)**
3.5 - 0.206 -0.0037 - 1.536 1.137 0.221

(1.938) (4.172)** (3.016)** (2.532)*

0.695
(3.079)*

- 0.627 0.438
(1.280) (1.422)

*Significantat the 95 percent level
**Significantat the 99 percent level
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TABLE 6

H2 Determinants of Export/Local Production (X/AS) Ratios (DV4) of U.S. MNEs in Five Advanced Countries,

Constant AVNIS AHC RW RSM RES CMG GRSPM MG

4.1 -0.251 0.050 0.012
(7.953)** (2.206)*

4.2 -0.130 0.050 0.025 -1.309
(7.857)** (2.942)** (1.967)

4.3 1.777 0.050 - 0.000045 - 3.517 0.013
(8.119)** (2.510)* (2.845)** (2.515)**

4.4 0.508 0.044 -2.548 1.803 0.024 - 1.240
(7.150)** (2.657)* (2.174)* (2.914)** (1.928)

4.5 1.492 0.046 -1.509 -0.000043 1.647 -2.534 0.012
(7.325)** (1.289) (1.906) (1.645) (1.694) (2.316)*

4.6 1.277 0.045 -1.760 - 0.000030 1.605 - 1.848 0.021 - 0.864
(7.159)** (1.486) (1.212) (1.608) (1.159) (2.361)* (1.210)

4.7 1.603 0.045 0.249 - 2.516 - 0.000045 1.672 - 2.598 0.022 - 1.004
(7.086)** (0.859) (1.703) (1.483) (1.666) (1.427) (2.436)* (1.367)

4.8 1.521 0.045 0.307 - 2.430 - 0.000050 1.483 - 3.002 0.023 - 0.964 0.012
(7.082)** (1.008) (1.630) (1.600) (1.415) (1.555) (2.499)* (1.303)

*Significant at the 95 percent level
**Significant at the 99 percent level



The data for 1966 yield similar results with country or industry(ratherthan owner-
ship) differences in profitability(AVNIS)and growth in sales per man (GRSPM,an
ownership variable)being rathermore significant. But, in this case, MG(market
share) becomes marginallysignificant in combination with GRSPM.None of the
laborcost and productivityvariables are significant.

Excluding Mexico and Brazil,the seven-country analysis produced some notice-
able differences in the results of the statistical analysis. This section considers a
few of these and speculates on the reasons for them.
First, the general level of the R2rises quite noticeably. This suggests that the in-
dependent variables used were more relevant in explaining export and affiliate
success in the more advanced industrializedcountries than in Mexico and Brazil.
Running the regressions excluding Canada suggests that even higher R2s could
have been obtained. (This runwas not undertakenbecause it would have substan-
tially reduced the degrees of freedom).
Second, the data for 1966 as well as for 1970 indicate that differences in wage
costs (RW)and export shares (RS) tend to be more significant in explaining
H1(DV2)in the seven-country than in the five-country case. Perhaps these vari-
ables are too similar over different industries in the industrialized countries; and,
not until the widely different figures for Mexico and Brazilare included, is their in-
fluence clearly indicated.
Third,AHCdifferences are significant in the compensation of the five-countrybut
not in the seven-country case for H2 (DV4).This discrepancy is difficult to inter-
pret. Itmay result fromthe less reliable figures on hourlycompensation in Mexico
and Brazil than in the other countries, or from the vastly different labor force
structure which influences the extent to which local firms can compete success-
fully against imports in different ways.
Fourth,in the case of H1(DV1),there are virtuallyno differences between Cases A
and B. There is one major difference between the two cases involving DV4:the
export/import ratio (XMR)is significant with the larger group but not with the
smaller. This may be interpreted to mean that the export potential of an industry
may be more important in a less developed economy in determining the form of
penetration. The negative sign implies that U.S. firms in those industries will tend
to establish affiliates ratherthan export to the less developed countries, perhaps,
to export some portion of their output. This is consistent in both the product cy-
cle model's last stage and the growth of export-platforminvestments in some de-
veloping countries, including Mexico.

CONCLUSION
Comparing
CaseAand
Case B
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The statistical analysis was restricted to common linear regression analysis and
was carriedout by Guy Landryat the Universityof Reading Computing Center. Ini-
tially, single variable regressions with each of the independent variables and for
each dependent variablewere run.The purpose was to choose potentially useful
explanatory variables from the number available. As a result of this a few
variables were dropped because they either indicated no explanatory value or ap-
peared less useful than very similar variables which were retained.
The next step involved multiple regressions. As explained in the body of the
paper, the independent variables were divided into three categories:

a. The ownership-specific variables: SER, AHC, RSM,and GRSPM.These are
variables suggested by industrial organization theory.

b. The country-specific variables: XMR,RMS, RW, RES, and CMG.These are
mostly suggested by trade and location theory.

c. The general performance indicators: AVNISand MG.
For each of the dependent variables, various combinations of the independent
variables in each category were subjected to regression analysis. The most signif-
icant results are those shown in the tables. The purpose of this step was to deter-
mine which independent variables in each category best explained the dependent
variables. Next, these same variables were analyzed, but with the categories
grouped in different combinations. Once again the tables reveal the results.
These particularequations should reveal the explanatory power of various combi-
nations of the independent variables chosen from two or all three categories.
The values in brackets are the t-values: those markedby a single asterisk are sig-
nificant at the 95 percent level, while those marked by two asterisks are signifi-
cant at the 99 percent level.
The last column of each table gives the values of the coefficient of determination.

APPENDIX1
Noteon

Methodology
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APPENDIX 3

List of Industries (and

BEA
Code

1. Food Products

2. Paper and Allied Products

3. Chemical and Allied Products
4. Rubber

5. Primaryand Fabricated Metals

6.

7.

8.

9.

Nonelectrical Machinery
Electrical Machinery

TransportationEquipment
Textiles and Apparel

10. Lumber,Wood and Furniture

11. Printingand Publishing
12. Stone, Clay, and Glass Products

13. Instruments

14. Ordnance, Leather,Tobacco,
and Other Manufacturing

Concordance)

SIC SITC
Code Code

410 20 013
023
024
032
046

420 26 64
251

430 28 5

440 30 231.2
62

893

450 33 67
68
69

812.3

460 35 71

470 36 72

480 37 73

491 22 65
23 84

266

492 24 63
25 243

82

493 27 892

495 32 66
- 667

496 38 86
- 863

494 19 122
497 21 61
498 31 667
499 39 81

- 812.3
83
85

1. Throughout this article, assets and endowments are used interchangeably, and in the
Fisherian sense, to mean "anythingcapable of generating a future income stream" [John-
son 1970].
2. See John H. Dunning, "Trade,Location of Economic Activity and the MultinationalEn-
terprise," pp. 395-418.
3. In this article, distance from foreign markets is treated as a negative location-specific
endowment.
4. Moreover,since perfect competition and identical production functions between firms
were two of the assumptions underlyingthe theories, they were not interested inexplaining
the internationalactivities of firms-only of countries.

047 062
048 092
053 099
055 111
061 112

891
894
895
897
899
951.0

FOOTNOTES
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5. For example, unused overheads of the parent company may be supplied to a branch
plant at a much lower marginalcost than the average cost of supplying them by a de novo
firm.
6. For further details and also those which especially arise from producing in a foreign
location see Dunning[1977]and the references at the end of the Chapter.The most compre-
hensive theoretical treatment of the internalizingtheory of internationalproduction is con-
tained in Buckley and Casson [1976].
7. Among these one might mention particularlythose of Horst [1972 (a)and (b), 1975]. (In
this latter paper the author explicitly acknowledges the importance of internalizingadvan-
tages). The study of Wolf [1973]is also particularlypertinent to explain why firms choose to
engage in foreign direct investment, ratherthan other forms of growth. Research on host
country data includes: Baumann [1975]; Caves [1974]; Buckley and Dunning [1976];and
Owen [1979].
8. See particularlythe studies of Hirsch [1976], Buckley and Pearce [1979], Hawkins and
Webbink[1976],Parry[1976].The question of the extent to which trade and foreign invest-
ment substitute for each other has been very well explored by Lipsey and Weiss [1973;
1976], Cornell [1973],and Horst [1974].
9. There has been only limited empirical testing of this approach. The Hirsch contribution
[1976] is again very relevant. See also Buckley and Dunning [1977].
10. Here the work of Buckley and Casson [1976] is especially relevant.
11. A summaryof each of these approaches is contained in an earlierversion of this paper:
"Trade,Location of Economic Activity and the Multinational Enterprise:Some Empirical
Evidence." Universityof Reading Discussion Papers in InternationalInvestment and Busi-
ness Studies No. 37, October 1977.
12. The complications of this assumption will be dealt with later in the paper. See also
Horst, 1974.
13. Fora more detailed analysis of these data, see Dunning paper quoted in footnote 11.
14. Extracted is the possibility that firms might supply foreign markets from third loca-
tions.
15. Consumption figures would have been more appropriate but these figures were not
available.
16. For some purposes, we may wish to normalize the ratio AS+ X/IS in a particular in-
dustry (i),ASi+ Xj/lSi,by dividing the ratio by that for all industry(t),ASi+ Xt/ISt.The result
is an index of the comparative ratherthan the absolute competitive advantage of U.S. firms.
This allows cross-country comparisons to be made.
17. But see Dunningand Buckley, 1976.
18. I.e., that some ownership advantages are not independent of the location or produc-
tion. See also Dunning, 1979.
19. For a different approach to the measurement of these advantages see Buckley and
Casson, 1976.
20. See footnote 8.
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